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1. Introduction

The use of microprocessor (MP) equipment in the ship’s 
electricity generating units implies the automation of control 
processes, as well as the processes of control and protection 
of ship technical systems and complexes (STS and C). An 
important and integrated part of each of these processes 
is the measurement of electric power parameters, which, 
for example, are necessary to enable effective automatic 
synchronization of generator sets (GSs). Namely: the 
magnitude and nature of load currents in all phases, the 
voltage, frequency of the current, the phase angle φ of the 
shift between the current and voltage, power direction, 
and others.

It is known that aboard a modern sea vessel most of the 
measurement systems for electric power parameters are 
associated with the functioning of analog-digital convert-
ers (ADC), and, along with the issue of ensuring reliabil-
ity and accuracy, there is a task to provide for the neces-
sary speed of measurements. Resolving this issue requires 
finding new ways – based on a systematic approach with 
accounting for known digital measurement techniques. In 
a general form, the task to measure the electrical energy 
parameters in an n-phase system relates to determining 
the set of values {I1, …, In, U1, …, Un, f, φ} according to the 
selected performance criterion. In this case, I1, …, In and 
U1, …, Un are the amplitude values of phase currents and 
linear voltages.
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sis of a system of effective control over the processes of synchronization 
of generator sets (GSs) that form a part of the distributed MP-control 
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posed. Practical techniques to manage the GS synchronization have 
been given. We have solved the problem of high-speed control over the 
frequency of synchronized objects based on the principles of adjust-
ment. That has made it possible to determine in advance the moments 
of GS enabling under the deterministic and stochastic statement of the 
synchronization task. The results of the experimental study into the GS 
synchronization processes are given; the effectiveness of the proposed 
GS control has been proven. The principles underlying the construction 
of procedures to control the GS composition when using the methods of 
"rigid" and "flexible" thresholds have made it possible to define the opti-
mization criteria and implement a control law that satisfied the condi-
tion for an extremum, which is an indicator of the feasibility of the set 
goal and takes into consideration the limitations of control influences. 
We managed to design a system in the class of adaptive control systems 
by the appropriate decomposition of the system's elements by splitting a 
synchronization task into the task on performance and the task on con-
trol under the required conditions. The given examples of the process-
es where the synchronization failed while using standard synchronizer 
control algorithms, as well as processes of successful GS synchroniza-
tion when applying the proposed synchronizer dual control algorithms, 
have confirmed the reliability of the main scientific results reported here
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For a three-phase system, the most common case of the 
n-phase system, the measurement of electrical energy param-
eters is carried out by converting the shapers of rectangular 
pulses of linear voltages and phase currents of the generator 
into discrete signals reflecting the half-periods of their sinu-
soids. Sequential, byte-wise analysis of sets of input signals 
states makes it possible to determine the law (algorithm) of 
ADC control, the input of which receives normalized ampli-
tude values of full currents of phases and linear voltages of 
the generator.

When solving a task of the multidimensional mea-
surement of electricity parameters (currents, power, volt-
age, etc.), for reasons of efficiency and, in accordance 
with the selected criteria of accuracy and speed, funda-
mentally suitable are ADC with an error of 0.05 to 1 % 
at a maximum conversion frequency of 30 MHz.

Therefore, devising effective methods for finding 
the rational configurations of various STS and C and 
their control systems implies a trade-off between ef-
ficiency, reliability of energy supply, and the environ-
mental friendliness of ship automated electric power 
plants (SAEPP).

We can conclude that the development and con-
struction of new, as well as the improvement of ex-
isting, control systems for technological processes of 
various complex STS and C are impossible without 
defining and applying modern theoretical methods to 
synthesize effective control techniques. Therefore, one 
of the relevant goals in the development of STS and C 
is to choose a SAEPP composition that would provide 
for the uninterrupted power supply of the required 
quality, at the maximum possible efficiency in a wide 
range of dynamic loads on GSs. On the other hand, it 
is impossible to improve the efficiency of vessel oper-
ations in general under changing weather conditions 
without taking into consideration the restrictions re-
garding the maximum permissible harmful emissions 
imposed by environmental factors.

2. Literature review and problem statement

In ship electricity engineering, GS synchronization 
refers to the most complex and responsible control pro-
cesses. There are fundamental works [1] and modern 
mathematical methods [2] covering the research and 
design of electric power systems with static, dynamic, 
and variable structures [3]. These and other works make 
it possible to calculate GS currents during the disrup-
tion of synchronization conditions and to set valid limits [4]. 
We note the progress in the development of methods of 
abstract and structural synthesis of automatic synchroni-
zation devices [5], in particular using the achievements of 
modern electronics and the synthesis of algorithmic support 
for programmed MP systems [6]. To summarize, in the best 
case, the authors, for example, of [7], give a description of 
how the nodes of some typical synchronizers or algorithms 
work in the most general form. There is a task to analyze the 
existing techniques for automating the process of ship GS 
synchronization [8], to determine and define mathematical 
models of basic converters [9], to investigate them from the 
point of view of practical implementation in MP control 
systems [10]. Of course, it is necessary to strive for the 

maximum use of the positive properties of modern hardware 
and software logic according to the criteria of reliability, ac-
curacy, performance, etc. [11]. The tasks to optimize control 
over the synchronization process in SAEPP with SG instal-
lations [12] remain unresolved.

Fig. 1 shows an example of the diagrams explaining the 
essence of the existing issue related to the process of measur-
ing electrical energy with the help of shapers of rectangular 
pulses [13].

To increase the speed of measurement of the active and 
reactive power of GSs, we shall refuse operations related to 
their calculations by the values and phase of the current. 
That could be achieved by forming a pulse on the load cur-
rent measurement at the time of change in the state of bits 
of the specially selected voltage: for IA→UBC; for IB→UCA; for 
IC→UAB. In this case (Fig. 1), the moments of measurement 
of active currents will be carried out along lines 2, 4, 6, re-
spectively, for currents IА, IB, IC. The practical possibility of 
applying this approach depends on the speed and principle 
of ADC operation.

As noted in [14], the further development of SAEPP 
is characterized by the expansion of the scope of using 
shaft-generators (SGs) by employing them not only in 
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running modes but also in maneuver regimes. That leads to 
the formation of complex ship technological structures that 
combines the propulsion complex and the electric power 
system [15]. The desire to meet two criteria at the same 
time, reliability and cost-effectiveness, in such complexes 
is associated with frequent changes in their structure [16]. 
And the implementation of such operations as the start, 
stop, and the synchronization of diesel-generator (DG) to 
SG involves the participation of operators [17]. This circum-
stance causes the need to conduct research into the ergatic 
control systems taking into consideration the principles of 
ergonomics, which corresponds to the general methodology 
of formalization, construction, and solving complex systems 
and control tasks [18].

When solving the tasks of optimal control over SAEPP, 
the most difficult is to synthesize the laws of adaptive control 
over the process of SG synchronization with the grid under 
the mode of the irregular swing of the vessel [19]. Therefore, 
there is a need to solve problems in two statements – deter-
ministic and stochastic [20].

The deterministic setting of synchronization process 
management tasks assumes the presence of a uniform 
change in the parameters of the movement of synchronized 
objects with their stable movement along specified trajec-
tories [21]. That is when the latter are represented only 
by DG and the load on SAEPP almost does not change. 
The stochastic setting of synchronization tasks requires 
a study of the trajectory of the object of synchronization 
with stochastic fluctuations regarding its task caused by 
the influence of external factors (an irregular swing of the 
vessel or change of load) [22]. To detail the task of build-
ing an MP-system for managing the synchronization of 
generators, it is necessary to use the defined principles of 
system analysis. GS, which is directly controlled during 
synchronization, is called a synchronized object SY. The 
synchronized object OS is understood as a single or equiv-
alent generator, the group of parameters of which during 
synchronization sets the trajectory of movement of syn-
chronized objects [23].

On the one hand, the improvement of the synchroniza-
tion process is carried out by developing and substantiat-
ing the algorithms of input information and control [24], 
solving management problems based on the principles of 
adjustment [25] with the analysis of the characteristics of 
the exchange processes between the object and comput-
er [26]. On the other hand, due to the stochastic setting 
of the synchronization task [27] and checking the inter-
action of the entire complex of hardware and software 
tools [28].

For example, if the set of elements S, forming an automat-
ed technological process of synchronization, is represented as 
a combination of two subsets S=SY U STP, then SY are the ele-
ments of the control system, STP are the elements of the tech-
nological process of synchronization. That is, these elements 
must be displayed in the form of the following ordered sets:

( ) ( ),
TP OS l SY m

S S N S N⊂ ×

( ) ( )
1

,
lN

OS l OS
j

S N S j
=

=  2 1,
l

l
N = −

( ) ( )
1

,
m

N

SY m SY

i

S N S i

=

=  ,
m

N m=

where SOS is the set of components (GS, SG) forming the 
object of synchronization, SY (Nm), SSY(Nm) is the set of com-
ponents that form synchronized objects; SOS( j) is the j-th GS 
composition, connected to buses and thus forming an object 
of synchronism; SSY(i) is the GS with the i-th serial number, 
i ∈ Nm, prepared for synchronization; j ∈ Ni, Ni is the number-
ing of GS composition operating on buses until the moment 
of synchronization; l is the number of GSs connected to the 
main switchboard (MSB) bus.

We shall match the sets SOS(Nl) and SSY(Nm) to the 
sets of predicates STSOS(Nl) and STSSY(Nm), relating them 
through the following mutually unambiguous correspon-
dence

( ) ( )=
OS l OS l

S N STS N

and

( ) ( )= .
SY m SY m

S N STS N

At the same time, SOS ( j)=NSTSOS ( j)=I, if the j-th gener-
ator composition is connected to the buses, and STSSY (i)=I, 
if the i-th GS is ready for synchronization [29]. 

And then there is the task to determine a set of discrete 
and analog parameters and their corresponding converters 
necessary for the formation of the set of independent vari-
ables X(NxNm)=UX( j, i) [30]. 

Consequently, the SAEPP MP-system should include such 
PROS PRSY converters that enable the following transitions

( ) ( ) OSPR

OS l OS l
S N STS N→

and

( ) ( ).

SY
PR

SY m SY m
S N STS N→

Information about the state of synchronized objects [31] 
should be classified according to three features: time scale 
frequency – TTZ of time character (analog/discrete) and 
the principle of fixation (interviewed/registered). Given the 
properties of the synchronization process, information about 
its progress received from sensors d(1, i),…, d(9, i), is clas-
sified as permanent, with a recovery frequency not more 
than TTZ (some recommendations for selecting the value 
for TTZ are given in [32]). Based on the second attribute, 
information about synchronized objects will be attributed 
to the analog average level (AC): generator load current 
d(7, i), (d(8, i)); generator voltage d(4, i), d(5, i), d(6, i); 
generator current violation d(3, i).

At the first stage of analysis, it is possible to use the 
language of resultant functions, widely used in the theory of 
algorithms [33]. That makes it possible to describe a number 
of transducers that generate predicates and dependent vari-
ables that underlie the functioning of a control system. The 
formation of predicates INC(i) та DCR(i), determining the 
direction of adjustment of the synchronized object, taking 
into consideration the assessment of the synchronization 
process status at frequency {ωsmin≤ωs≤ωsmax, ωs>0} is de-
scribed as follows [34]:

( ) ( )( )

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )

, , ,

& ;

INC INCFRQ i FRS i P t

FRS i FRS i FRQ i INC i

≅

≅ ∨ →
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( ) ( )( )

( ) ( )( ) ( )

, , ,

& ,

DCR DCRFRQ i FRS i P t

FRQ i FRS i DCR i

≅

≅ →



where INC(i) and DCR(i) are the predicates, and such that 
INC(i)=I‚ if an increase in speed is required, and DCR(i)=I, 
if a decrease in speed is required for the i-th GS; PINC and 
PDCR are converter algorithms, represented explicitly in the 
form of logical formulae. 

The resultant function of the converter, which calculates 
the duration of the fitting pulse YIME(i), can be recorded as:

( ) ( )( )

( ) ( ) ( )

2, , , ,

& 2, ,

IMP CR IMP

CNV

CR IMP

Y Y i Y i P t

Y i Y i Y i

≅

≅ →  (1)

where Y(2, i) is the digital code of the sliding period, and 
YCR(i)=f1(s, τ3, nout) –YCR(i) are the functional value charac-
terizing the dynamic properties of the adjustment chain [35] 
at the time of synchronization, and s is the rate of change in 
the rotational speed; τ3 is a delay in speed control channel; 
nout is the advance in the rotation frequency when the control 
signal is disabled.

However, in cases of complete imposition of time inter-
vals, the marked pattern may be violated, which would lead 
to an error in determining the sign [36]. For a given case, the 
value of τ3 is considered minimal, therefore, to exclude pos-
sible errors, the measured values must be checked according 
to the condition τ3>time constant of the synchronized object 
advance [37]. 

If one forms the Cartesian products of sets in the form of

( ) ( )= ;
OS OS l GS m

CH STS N S N×  

( ) ( )= ,
SY SY m GS m

CH STS N S N×

then the state of the synchronized objects, depending on 
the level of abstraction, can be described in more detail, 
using for this purpose information from the sensors of 
elements GS(Nm) [38]. The level of abstraction will be 
determined by the management task solved. Formally, the 
problem is represented as determining the vector of struc-
ture parameters CHS=(CHSOS, CHSSY, CHSAP, CHSME). 
This structure characterizes the composition of system 
devices, as well as connections – between them and the vec-
tor of control techniques MC=(MC1, …, MCK). The latter 
describes the problem of solving management tasks limited 
by the parameters of PBM=(PBM1, …, PBMN), tasks, which 
should provide the maximum value of the efficiency criteri-
on K=(K1, …, KM), that is:

∏PK≈UK(CHS, MC, PBM, P, t)→maxK.

3. The aim and objectives of the study

The aim of this study is to resolve the issue related to 
solving management tasks limited by the task parameters 
PBM=(PBM1,…, PBMN) as a totality of solutions to the set 
of interdependent tasks to ensure rapid control over syn-
chronized objects. That would make it possible to change the 
parameters of generator assemblies under load in the condi-
tions of external disturbances, and minimize the number of 
failed synchronizations.

To accomplish the aim, the following tasks have been set:
– to improve, based on the analysis of qualitative chara-

acteristics, the synchronization process of generator assem-
blies, with the development and substantiation of algorithms 
for processing input information and control;   

– to resolve the task of optimal control over the frequency 
adjustment of the synchronized object and to choose an MP-
kit with determining the characteristics and actual capabil-
ities of the selected MP-kit for the construction of SAEPP 
ACS or an assembled microprocessor complex (AMPC);

– to solve the task of high-speed control over the frer-
quency of synchronized objects, based on the principles of 
adjustment at the deterministic statement of the synchro-
nization task, to analyze the characteristics of exchange 
processes between the object and computer, and to design 
pairing devices that are currently lacking, or that would be 
rational based on a series of criteria;  

– to determine the moment of enabling generator mam-
chines at the stochastic setting of the synchronization 
task, debugging the software part, testing, and checking 
the interaction within the entire complex of hardware and 
software tools.

4. Improving the synchronization process of generator 
assemblies

Consider solving the task to synthesize an algorithm 
for managing the measurement process (Fig. 1). We believe 
that in MP-system information about parameters (IА, IB, 
IC, U, f, and φ) is provided cyclically (at period ТТZ) and is 
related to the ADC control and operation. For this reason, 
the effectiveness of the proposed technique and the structure 
of measurement process control will depend on the speed 
and accuracy of the conversion of the ADC used, that is, the 
method and element base of conversion.

Linear voltages of the generator are selected as base 
values when determining the initial state. For an n-phase 
system, the number of possible system states is СPLod=2n 
for the odd number of phases and is equal to СPLev=n if 
the number of phases in the system is even. In turn, the 
number of impossible states in an n-phase system is deter-
mined by the expression СILod=2n–2n for the odd number 
of phases, and СILev=2n–n – for even. Since the system 
is three-phase, the number of possible states of discrete 
signals reflecting the sinusoid half-periods is equal to six. 
Unambiguous sets 0–0–0 and 1–1–1 are not possible in a 
symmetrical three-phase system. Possible sets of states for 
alternating linear voltages UAB, UBC, UCA are denoted as 
С1,…, С6 so that the ordinal state’s number coincides with 
its binary code, that is,  С1 – 001 (UAB=0; UBC=0; UCA=1); 
C2 – 010; C3 – 011; C4 – 100; C5 – 101; C6 – 110. Each 
state determines the only path (algorithm) that is possi-
ble according to the performance criterion for solving the 
measurement problem.

For example, if the source state is C4 (in the diagram, it 
is indicated by line 1), so the nearest time-dependent change 
is a change in the state of the UBC bit. Therefore, the mea-
surement program determines when UBC jumps from “0” to 
“1” (line 2) and records the entire original word, in which all 
bits except UBC and IA are masked.

Analysis of the values of these bits makes it possible to 
determine the direction of the generator power. At the same 
time, if UBC switches:
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from 1to 0, and 1

A
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I
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– generator mode; 

from 0 to1, and 1,

from1 to 0, and 0

= 


= 

A

A

I

I

 – motion mode.

Next, we shall count the single time intervals from line 
2 to the moments of change in the status of the IA and UBC 
C bits (lines 3 and 4, respectively). The resulting numeric 
codes make it possible to determine the value of the phase 
angle φ φ and the T period. In this example, the digital inter-
val code (line 2 ‒ line 3) corresponds to the value (90°–φ), 
and the interval code (line 2 ‒  line 4) corresponds to the 
value 1/6T. This information makes it possible to determine 
the moments of measurement of amplitude voltage values of 
UBC and phase currents IА, IB, IC  IА, IB, IC  (respectively, on 
lines 5‒8), arising one by one at the interval τ=1/6T.

For the case shown in the diagram, the moment of 
measurement of the IA current amplitude is determined 
by the equality of the number of single time intervals of 
1/4T+(90°–φ) from the moment UBC switches from 0 to 1. 

The digital codes obtained in this way that correspond 
to the current values of IА, IB, IC, U, f and φ make it possi-
ble to calculate the active – P, reactive – Q, and full power 
according to the known dependences: P=UIcosφ, Q=Ptgφ, 
or Q=UIsinφ; S=√P2+Q2, or S=UI, as well as determine the 
degree of unevenness of their distribution by phases (break-
age, short circuit (SC), asymmetric load, etc.).

To describe the states of synchronized objects represented 
by the sets CHSOS and CHSSY, one needs to introduce the sets 
of independent X(NxNm) and dependent Y(NyNm) variables, 
where Nx and Ny number them. It is only natural that each 
variable X( j, i) must correspond to a certain sensor d( j, i)‚ and, 
between them, there must be the converter P={PR, CHV} 
that ensures the following

( ) ( )( , )
,   , .

P j id j i X j i→

We shall describe the set X(NxNm) and the converters 
that form it, using the following scheme:

( ) ( )1, 1, ;SWCNV
d i X i→  ( ) ( )1, ;d i SWG i∈

( ) ( )2, 2, ;
CNV

d i X iω→  ( ) ( )2, ,d i U≅ ω  ( ) 1
;

D
U kω = ω

( ) ( )3, 3, ;UCNV
d i X i→  ( ) ( )3, ,

B
d i U G≅  ( ) 2

;
B B

U G k I=  

( ) ( )4, 4, ;UCNV
d i X i→  ( ) ( ) ( )4, sin ;

i i i
d i U i U t≅ = ω + θ  

( ) ( )5, 5, ;
CNV

d i X iω→  ( ) ( ) ( )5, sin ;
i i i

d i U i U t≅ = ω + θ

( ) ( )6, 6, ;
PR

d i X iθ→  ( ) ( ) ( )6, sin ;
i i i

d i U i U t≅ = ω + θ

( ) ( )7, 7, ;ICNV
d i X i→  ( ) ( ) ( )7, sin ;

i i i i
d i I i I t≅ = ω + θ − ϕ

( ) ( )8, 8, ;
PR

d i X i
ϕ

→  ( ) ( ) ( )8, sin ;
i i i i

d i I i I t≅ = ω + θ − ϕ

( ) ( )9, 9, ;
PR

d i X iδ→  ( ) ( ) ( )0
9, ,

i c
d i i t≅ = ω + ω + δ  (2)

where X(1, i), X(2, i) and X(3, i) are the predicates, and 
such as X(1, i)=I, if the i-th GS is connected to the MSB 
bus; X(2, i)=I, if the i-th GS reached the rated rotations, 

that is, ωi=ωN, X(3, i)=I, , if the i-th GS is excited, that is,  
UB(G)=UN ; X(4, i), X(5, i), X(6, i), X(7, i), X(8, i), X(9, i) 
are the results of conversions by the CNV hardware or PR  
software techniques, represented as digital codes (ωc – syn-
chronous frequency, δ0 – the initial angle of shift). These 
codes reflect, respectively, the amplitude values of linear 
voltages X(4, i), frequency X(5, i)‚ shift angle between lin-
ear voltages X(6, i)‚ the amplitude values of phase currents 
X(7, i), phase load angle X(8, i) and the angle characterizing 
the rotor shift of the i-th GS in relation to the synchronous 
axis X(9, i), without accounting for asymmetry to the mo-
ment of synchronization. 

The resulting set of independent variables is not enough 
to fully describe the states of the synchronized synchro-
nization object. We mean such characteristics as voltage 
difference, sliding frequency, the value of the difference in 
the angles of shear of rotors in relation to the synchronous 
axis, equal current, the duration of the synchronization 
process. We can obtain them by CNV  conversion on the 
sets X(NxNm) and X(NxNl):

( ) ( )( ) ( )1,1 , , 1, , , ;OS OS OSX X m P t STS j… →

( ) ( ) ( )( )

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )

1, , 2, , 3, , ,

1, & 2, & 3, ;

SY SY

SY

X i X i X i P t

X i X i X i STS i

≅

≅ →



( ) ( )( ) ( )1

1
4, , 4, , , 1, ;

P

U
X i X j P t Y i

∆
→

 

( ) ( )1, ;Y i U i≅ ∆

( ) ( )( ) ( )2

2
5, , 5, , , 2, ;

P

TS X i X j P t Y i→

( ) ( )2, ;
S

Y i T i≅

( ) ( )( ) ( )3

3
9, , 9, , , 3, ;

P
X i X j P t Y i

α
→

( ) ( )3, , ;Y i i≅ α

( ) ( )( ) ( )4

4
7, , 7, , , 4, ;

y

P

I
X i X j P t Y i

∆
→

( ) ( )4, ;yY i I i≅ ∆

( )( ) ( )5

5
, , , 5, ;

P

TSY c
CNT SY P t Y iτ →

( )5, ;
SY

Y i T≅

( ) ( ) ( )& ,CNTP

OS SYSTS j STS i CNT SY→  (3)

where UOS, USY, U∆U, UTS, Uα, U∆Iy, UTSY are the resultant 
functions: POS, PSY, PCNT, P1,…, P5 are the converter algo-
rithms, and POS, PSY and PCNT are represented explicitly, P1 
and P2 are defined in P, and others, P4 and P5, are still in 
the implicit form; STSOS( j); STSSY(i) and CNT(SY) are the 
predicates, and such that if STSOS( j)=I, STSCS( j)=N, then 
the considered GS is treated as an object of synchronism, 
if STSSY(i)=I, STSSY(i)=N, then to the synchronized object, 
and if CNT(SY)=I, then the process time counter is in opera-
tion; Y(1, i), Y(5, i), Y(1, i), Y(2, i), Y(3, i), Y(4, i), Y(5, i) are 
the results of P1,…, P5 transformations that generate, respec-
tively: Y(1, i) is the value of voltage difference ∆U(i)=Ui–Uj; 
Y(2, i) is the value of the sliding period TS(i)=1/ωS(i); Y(3, i) 
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is the value of the difference in the angles of shear of rotors 
of the synchronized objects in relation to the synchronous 
axis αi=δi–δj; Y(4, i) is the value of equal current when 
connecting the i-th GS to the object of synchronism – 
∆Iy(i) and Y(5, i) is the current time of the synchronization 
process (TSY in digital codes).

Obviously, to assess the current state of the process of 
synchronization of GS, it is necessary to introduce a series of 
boundary (reference) values of the parameters of this process 
in the form of a set of constants K(NK)

( ) 1
;k dopK N K U≅ ∆  2

0;K ≅  3 min
,

s
K T≅  

4 max
;

s
K T≅  5

;dopK ≅ α   7
,SYdopK T≅

where ∆Udop, 0, Tsmin, Tsmax, αdop, ∆Iydop, TSYdop are the valid 
and limit values of physical quantities in relative and abso-
lute units, K1,…,…,K7 are their digital equivalents. 

Converters P, assessing the state of the synchronization 
process, match the following resultant functions:

( )( )

( ) ( )( )( ) ( )

1

1 1

1, , , ,

1, 1, ;

VLT VLT

VLT

Y i K PR t

Y i K PR Y i K VLT i

≅

≅ ∃ →



;dopU U∆ ≤ ∆

( )( )

( )( )

( ) ( )( )( ) ( )

2

2

2 2

2, , , ,

2, , , ,

2, 2, ,

SFR SFR

SFR SFR

SFR

Y i K PR t

Y i K PR t

Y i K PR Y i K SFR i

≅

≅ ≅

≅ ∀ ∃ →





( ) ( )( )( ) ( )2 2
2, 2, ,

SFR
Y i K PR Y i K SFR i∀ ∃ →

0,
s

T >

( )( )

( ) ( )( )( ) ( )

( ) ( )( )( ) ( )

3 4

3 4 3 4

3 4 3 4

2, , , , ,

2, 2, , ,

2, 2, , , ,

FRQ FRQ

FRQ

FRQ

Y i K K PR t

Y i K K PR Y i K K FRQ i

Y i K K PR Y i K K FRQ i

≅

≅ ∀ ∃ ∃ → ≅

≅ ∀ ∃ ∃ →



min max
,

s s s
T T T≤ ≤

( )( )

( ) ( )( )( ) ( )

5

5 5

3, , , ,

3, 3, , ,

PHS PHS

PHS

Y i K PR t

Y i K PR Y i K PHS i

≅

≅ ∀ ∃ →



,dopα ≤ α

( )( )

( )( )( ) ( )

7

7 7

5, , , ,

(5, ) 5, , ,

TSY TSY

TSY

Y i K PR t

Y i K PR Y i K TSY i

≅

≅ ∀ ∃ →



.SY SYdopT T≤   (4)

Thus, the use of the sets of X-independent and Y-depen-
dent variables, as well as our synthesis of the mathematical 
models of converters P for the information of the synchro-
nization process, have made it possible to form the sets  
CHSOS=(X(1, i), …,. X(9, i), Y(1, i), …, Y(5, i), CHSSY= 
=(X(1, i), …, X(9, i), and a set of predicates STSTP =(VLT(i), 
SFR(i), FRQ(i), PHS(i), TSY(i)), describing the state of 

the object of synchronism, the synchronized object, and the 
technological synchronization process, respectively.

The predicates INC(i), DCR(i) (1), obtained in this way, 
and the dependent variable Y(IME) make it possible to de-
termine the functions that form the predicates that assign 
control influences RTI(i) – “increase”, RTD(i)  – “decrease” 
the frequency of the synchronized object, that is,

( ) ( )( ) ( )0
, , , , ;

RTI CNV RTI
INC i F Y IMP P RTI iτ →

( ) ( )( ) ( )0
, , , , ,

RTD CNV RTD
DCR i F Y IMP P RTD iτ →

where FCNV is the function for controlling the flow time of 
the adjustment pulse with the discreteness of τ0; its compu-
tational algorithm takes the following form:

( )( ) ( ) ( )( )0
, 1 1 0 ,

CNV
Y IMP Y IMP t tτ ≅ ∆ − + =

moreover, t is the previous, t+1 is the current run of techno-
logical cycles. 

The resultant function UPNT, which determines in the 
digital form the time of the synchronization optimum point 
expectation – YIME(i), YPNT by the parameters X(5, j), X(5, i),  
Y(5, i) is recorded in the implicit form for the time being:

( ) ( ) ( )( )5, , 5, , 3, , .PNT PNT PNTX j X i Y i PR Y= →

Knowing YPNT and setting, while implicit, the value of 
the triggering time of the YSW generator circuit, the predica-
tion function that determines the advance moment AVD(i) 
is written as

( )
( )

( )
0

, , ,
,

, , ,

SW PNT TST

ADV

PNT SW ADV

Y i Y F
ADV i

Y Y i P

 
= → 

τ 


where FTST is the function of timeout control with discrete-
ness τ0. Its computational algorithm is:

( )( )

( ) ( )( ) ( )

0
, ,

1 1 0 ,

TST PNT SW
Y Y i

Y PNT t t SW i

τ ≅

≅ ∆ − + = →



where YSW(i)=f2(τAB, τp1, τp2, τcs), moreover, τAB, τp1, τp2, τcs 
is the natural time of operation of the main elements of the 
generator switch enabling, respectively: control system (τcs) 
of the galvanic interchange relay (τp1), the intermediate re-
lay (τp2), the generator circuit breaker (τAB). 

Thus, assuming we obtained a complete set of the pred-
icates VLT(i), FRS(i), FRQ(i), PHS(i), ADV(i), then the re-
sultant function generating the final predicate of the process 
SWG(i) is written in an implicit form:

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( )

, , ,

, , ,

& & &
.

& &

SWG

SWG

VLT i YFR i FQR i

PHS i AVD i P t

VLT i FRS i FRQ i
SWG i

PHS i AVD i

 
≅ 

 

 
→ 

 



The analysis of the derived resultant functions shows 
that they can be grouped by the type of computational model 
and simplify their programming. With this approach, the 
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vector of synchronization process management MC=(MC1, 
MC2, MC3, MC4) is defined as follows:

( )1
, , , , ;VLT FRS FRQ PHS TSVMC PR PR PR PR PR=

( )2
, , ;

INC DCR IMP
MC P P PR=

( )3
, ;

PNT ADV
MC P P=

( )4
, , .

RTI RTD SWG
MC P P P=

Implementation of the PRVLT, PRFRQ, PRFRS, PRPHS 
algorithms is related to the execution of arithmetic oper-
ations – deduction and comparison of the result with zero 
code. For example, a fragment that implements the PRVLT 
algorithm is:

( )1 1 1

1 0, 5

0

"Voltage synchronization condition not met"

1.

lft z k Y i

if z then

let VLT

print

let VLT

= −

>

=

=

The PINC, PDCR, PADV, PRTD, and PSWG algorithms, ob-
tained in the form of Boolean expressions, could be imple-
mented both by software and hardware. The synthesis of the 
PRIME, PRPNT algorithms, associated with determining the 
functionalities YIME(i)=f1(Ts, s, τ3, nout) and YSWG(i)=f2(τAB, 
τp1, τp2, τcs), requires a separate study. For this purpose, 
we use the principle of relative movement of objects. The 
principle of relative movement of objects makes it possible 
to distinguish from the set CHS the subsets of movements 

T

OS
CHS  and T

SY
CHS  that characterize the trajectories of the 

object of synchronism and a synchronized object, respec-
tively. Now, the main tasks of managing the synchronization 
process could be formulated in the following form: guide the 
synchronized object to the predefined trajectory of move-
ment T

OS
CHS  and determine the moment of coincidence of 

the trajectories of the synchronized object CHSTSY with the 
assigned trajectory .

T

OS
CHS

To represent T

OS
CHS  and T

SY
CHS  explicitly, we shall sep-

arate from them the groups of parameters {Х(4, j), Х(3, j),  
Х(9, j)}, {Х(4, j), Х(5, j), Х(9, j)} and continue to consider 
their physical equivalents {UOS, ωOS, δOS}та {USY, ωSY, δSY} 
that fully characterize the trajectories of the movement of 
synchronization objects.

Solving these tasks is largely determined by the patterns 
laid down in the task setting itself: deterministic and sto-
chastic. 

The deterministic setting of synchronization process 
management tasks assumes the presence of a uniform 
change in the movement parameters of synchronized ob-
jects at their stable movement along the specified trajecto-
ries, that is,

const;
SY

d

dt

ω
=

 
const;

OS
d

dt

ω
=

 
const,

S
d

dt

ω
=  (4)

or, at the digital level

( )4,
const;

X i∆
=

τ

 ( )4,
const;

X j∆
=

τ

( )5,
const.

Y i∆
=

τ

At the same time, the assumed task to guide a synchro-
nized object to the assigned motion trajectory ω3=f(ωOS) 
can be considered using a mathematical model. This model 
includes differential equations for describing the operation 
of the GS generator, the regulator RG, and the GM regulator 
servo motor, as elements of adjusting the control task accord-
ing to the parameter ωSY :

( )1 * *;GS GST p k l+ ω =

( ) ( )2

1 2 3
1 * 1 *;RGT p T p l k T p+ + = + ω

3
,GM IMPp k tω =   (5)

where з

з

*
SY

ω − ω
ω =

ω

 is the relative change in the current 
 
value of the angular rotation frequency – ωSY compared to 

the previously set value ω3; 0
*

H X

l l
l

l l

−

=

−

 is the relative change 

 
in the position of the coupling of the regulator, while l0 is 
the position in the previous state, lX – under an idle mode, 
lH – at a rated load; kGS, kRG, kGM are the gain coefficients of 
GS, regulator, and servo motor; TGS, T1, T2, T3 are the time 
constants of GS and regulator.

However, the above system of equations (5) is not suit-
able for solving management tasks related to determining the 
moment of coincidence of trajectories of the synchronized 
objects: the characteristics of the movement of synchronized 
objects should be considered in mutual dependence because 
a change in the space of the eponymous phases of electro-
magnetic fields of the synchronized objects, represented in 
the form of vectors, at any given time t is determined in the 
polar coordinate system. Therefore, the vector equation of 
the movement of a synchronized object regarding a synchro-
nization object can be recorded in the following form:

( ) ( ) ( )

,
k k k

SY OS Sr r r= +    (6)

where

( )
( ) ( )sin ,

k
k k

SY SY SY SY
r u t≅ = ω −    (7)

is the radius vector that reflects the position of a synchro-
nized object in space at the k-th moment in time;

( )
( ) ( )sin ,

k
k k

OS OS OS OS
r u t≅ = ω −    (8)

is the radius vector that reflects the position of the object of 
synchronism in space at the k-th moment in time;

( )
( ) ( )sin ,

2

k
k kSO SY

S S OS SY
r u t

ω − ω
≅ = −    (9)

is the vector that determines the value that bends the voltage 
at the k-th moment in time.

The hypothesis of uniform change in the parameters of 
the movement of synchronized objects under real conditions 
is expedient only for a certain time marked as d

ist
. Thus, this 

demand must satisfy changes in the movement parameters of 
synchronized objects in the interval between the recovery 
of information data and describe a vector of structure CHS  
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parameters. That is, these expressions are valid in the case 
τ<dist, where τ≈TTZ=t(k)–t(k–1) is the period of data recovery 
in MP-system. Obviously, the TTZ period should be chosen 
on the basis of the conditions of both technical and oper-
ational capabilities (speed characteristics, electromagnetic 
and electromechanical time constants, the inertial prop-
erties of drive engines, etc.), and the ability of MP-system 
to process the existing flow of information taking into 
consideration the adaptation of the human operator to 
its perception and the speed of producing solutions. The 
service time (processing) t depends on the functions of the 
service time allocation functions F(t) for the existing tech-
nical means of automation of the synchronized object and 
MP-system in general. Knowing F(t), one can determine 
the probability of not exceeding the service time t of some 
given value tref=TTZ − tPR: 

( ) ( )( );refP t f F t=  ,reft t≤    (10)

and the average service time of one cycle ( ) ( )( )
0

d ,
PR

M t t F t

∞

= ∫   
 
where tPR is the time allotted to work with the current pro-
gram.

Thus, the organization of control over synchronized ob-
jects in MP systems should provide for cyclical recovery at 
period TTZ and the processing of information data (directly 
during the control process, depending on its technological 
characteristics and properties of the control system). In 
addition, the deterministic setting of synchronization tasks 
leads to the need for more careful control over the movement 
parameters of synchronized objects. In case of deviation of 
their movement from the specified trajectories, in accor-
dance with the adopted hypothesis, it requires a secondary 
solution to the problem with the subsequent adjustment of 
movement parameters.

The tasks of synchronization in a deterministic setting 
are the least complex and most convenient in cases where 
there are low-frequency changes.

The proposed stochastic approach to solving synchroni-
zation problems makes it possible to investigate the process 
of synchronization when the object of synchronism moves 
along the predefined trajectory with stochastic fluctuations 
regarding its setting under the influence of external factors. 
There is an obvious difficulty in implementing the task of 
managing a synchronized object when it moves on an unfore-
seen trajectory with random parameters, for example, in case 
of failure of the drive engine or its controls.

The system of equations describing the movement of the 
synchronized object is complemented by a set of stochastic 
characteristics of the control task, that is,

( )1 * *;GS GST p k l+ ω =

( ) ( )2

1 2 3
1 * 1 *;RGT p T p l k T p+ + = + ω

ω = ;ref GM IMPp k t

( ) ( ) ( )

;
k k k

SY OS Sr r r= +

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ), , ,
OS OS OS OS

X t M t D t Kω = ω ω ω τ  (11)

where MωOS(t), DωOS(t) and KωOS(τ) is the mathematical 
expectation, variance, and correlation function of random 

value XωOS, describing external perturbation by the rotation 
frequency of the object of synchronism. 

The system of scholastic equations obtained in this way 
makes it possible to solve synchronization problems taking 
into consideration the nature of external disturbances. 
In this case, the course of solving synchronization tasks, 
in general, can be described by the following algorithm 
scheme (FAS):

1 3 2 1 3 2

1 2 1 3 4 5 8 7 6
,

H K
S A A P P A A A A A Sω ω↓ ↓ ↓↑ ↑ ↑  (12)

where SH and SK are the start and end operators; А2 – deter-
mining the task of control and its scholastic characteristics; 
А3 – determining the depth of the forecast; А4 – forecasting 
changes in the task parameters; А5 – adjustment of the con-
trol task; А6 and А8 – solutions to the management task in 
the deterministic and scholastic statements; А7 – derivation 
of control commands; Р1 – checking the condition of the 
need for a stochastic approach to solving problems; А1 – data 
entry.

Thus, the tasks to manage the synchronization process, 
taking into consideration the patterns in their statements, 
make it possible to describe, in a general form, the vector 
РВМ=(РВМ1, РВМ2, РВМ3, РВМ4). In this case, РВМ1 
and РВМ3 ‒ determining those control actions on GM that 
ensure guiding the synchronized object on the specified 
trajectory of movement in the deterministic and stochastic 
statements, respectively. РВМ2 і РВМ4 – determining the 
moment of enabling SW in the deterministic and stochastic 
statements, respectively. A specific description of the РВМ 
vector is possible at the established criteria for optimizing 
the tasks that determine its parameters.

The task of optimization will be connected to defining 
the law of control, which would satisfy the condition for an 
extremum as a quality indicator and would take into con-
sideration the requirements of limiting control influences, 
the quality of electricity, as well as possible changes in the 
technical characteristics of synchronization objects. The 
latter requirement causes the need to consider the developed 
system in the class of adaptive control systems. Since the 
synchronization process is a complex and multi-critical task, 
it is advisable to decompose solving it – to consider inde-
pendently, as a solution to the separate part of the task. To 
evaluate a particular task, one can select one criterion if the 
task is simple and small in scope, and a group of criteria if the 
task is complex. At the same time, one of the groups of crite-
ria is chosen as the main one, while the others are additional 
and, in the conditions of their mutual antagonism, may have 
a priority basis. When solving private problems, a change in 
the main and additional criteria can be made, or a change in 
the priority and degree of the importance of additional cri-
teria. That happens depending on the requirements for per-
formance, real situation, type of proposed control, and other 
factors affecting the course of the synchronization process. 
Certain synchronization tasks are conditionally divided 
into performance tasks, that is, the task of control execution 
in the shortest possible time, the task of control in the pre-
defined time, and the task of control under the proposed con-
ditions. Thus, based on the meaning of the content of control 
tasks, we shall write three types of optimality criteria:

– for performance tasks

min ,
u

K T=  (13)
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where T is the time of control; u is the parameter of control 
over a synchronized object;  

– for control tasks at a specified time

( )min ,ref factK T T= −  (14)

where Тref is the specified (proposed) time of the necessary 
control, Тfact is the actual time spent on the control task 
execution;  

– for control tasks under specified conditions

min ,dop factK P P= ∆ − ∆  (15)

where ∆P is a valid deviation of the parameter Pi from Pdop; 
∆Pfact is the actual deviation of Pi from Pdop. 

In accordance with the considered statements of tasks 
for managing synchronized objects (deterministic and 
stochastic), we shall introduce an optimality criterion 
based on (11).

The least difficult is a control task in the deterministic 
setting, which is based on the fact that the control over 
synchronized objects (and, therefore, the trajectories of their 
movement in space) is set by known functions of time. A sep-
arate case of such a statement allows that the voltage curves 
of the network UOS, as an object of synchronism, and the 
generator USY, as a synchronized object, are the sinusoidal 
functions of time (7), (8), respectively. Then the optimality 
criteria for synchronization tasks in the deterministic set-
ting are fully described by dependences (13) to (15).

Since the (P3.1–P3.3) conditions are decisive in solving 
the tasks of exact synchronization, then it is advisable to use 
expressions (1) to evaluate the effectiveness of control over this 
process. Determining ∆Pdop and ∆Pfact is based on the trio of 
parameters D=(∆Udop, ωsdop, αdop) and ↀ=(∆U, ωs, α), respec-
tively. In general, taking into consideration that exceeding 
each of the parameters of the trio ↀ of the corresponding 
tolerance with D leads to a significant equalization cur-
rent during synchronization, we shall match the differ-
ence (∆Pdop–∆Pfact) to the following functionality

0

1 2

2
sin ,

2

d d

ur

d d c

KE E
i

x x x

′′ ′ α
=

+ +′′ ′′

where K is the coefficient that takes into consideration the 
aperiodic component of the current; 

1d
x ′′  and 

2d
x ′′  are the 

inductive scattering resistances  along the longitudinal axis 
of synchronized generators; хс is the equivalent inductive 
resistance of network elements connecting synchronized 
generators; α0 is the initial phase shift angle between the 
longitudinal EMF of synchronized generators, that is, be-
tween 

1d
E ′′  and 

2
.

d
E ′′

Thus, the main criterion for evaluating the effectiveness 
of synchronization process control takes the following form:

min .
ur

u

K i=

The synchronization process leads to the need to analyze 
the characteristics of external perturbations. In a general 
case, two types of tasks for evaluating the effectiveness of 
actions are possible. The first is characterized by the proba-
bility that a certain effect will be achieved as a result of the 
performed actions, the second is based on determining the 

average value (mathematical expectation) of the expected 
effect. Applying the resulting system of stochastic equations 
to each of the two types of performance assessment tasks, we 
obtain the following two groups of optimality criteria.

For the tasks of type I:

( ):
IMP IMP IMP

PR Y i t→  – for performance;

( )( )min ref fact
u

K P T T= −  – for execution within the spec-
ified time;

( )( )min ref fact
u

K P P P= −  – for execution at the predefined 
accuracy.

For the tasks of type II:

( )( )min
u

K M T=  – for performance;

( )( )min ref fact
u

K M T T= −  – for execution within the spec-
ified time;

( )( )min dop fact
u

K M P P= ∆ − ∆  – for execution within the 
specified time. 

The first group of criteria will be used to assess the 
quality of system functioning under a stochastic approach to 
determining the time of a synchronization optimum. 

The second group of criteria will be used to evaluate 
a system when managing the process of equalizing the 
frequencies of synchronized objects and determining the 
moment of supply of the proactive pulse to turn on the gen-
erator.

According to the requirement, according to which 
MP-system in the formation of control should take into 
consideration a change in the technical characteristics of 
objects, then these tasks should be solved on the basis of the 
classical theory of dual control by Feldbaum. Using the ideas 
of this theory, the synthesis of the control algorithm, for the 
proportion of cases under which the last two tasks fall, is 
reduced to the following.

Supposing that the known mathematical model (or there 
are experimental data) describes at discreteness τ a change 
in the value of X(i,j)∈Х(NX1–Nm) in the process of transla-
tion – РX of the synchronized object, from one – the initial, 
to the other – the specified, final state, that is,

( )
з

, , , , ,
X H X

X P Xθ Ζ τ →  (16) 

where ⋃X is the resultant function, XN(τ) is its value at 
the time the control influence appears; θ(τ) і Z(τ) are the 
changes in the technical and operational performance of the 
synchronized object during operation. At the same time, in 
the process of implementing each of the translations of type 

XP

N refX X→  at any k-th moment of time MP-system the 
proposed – Хk(τ) and the actual – ( )k

X
Φ

τ  value of the man-
aged value are known. Information about parameters Z(τ) is 
set by the vector of observations Vk-1=(Vk–1, Vk–2, …, VN) of 
the value XN(τ).  At any given time, the values XN(τ), specified 
by the control vector θk–1=(θk–1, θk–2,…, θN), are recorded in 
the memory of an MP system and represent observable pre-
history of the control process. Here, Vi=Xi+hi, i∈0, k–1, where 
hi is a random error in the measurement of the value Xi with a 
known probability distribution density P(hi). 
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If the observations of the implemented translation show 
that there is a deviation of the actual value ( )k

X
Φ

τ  of the 
managed value from the proposed ( ),

k
X

Π
τ , then the losses 

introduced by the system could be estimated by the specific 
loss function ( ) ( ), , .

k k k
W W X X

Φ ∏τ = τ  It is quite obvious that 
during the final time of the MP system functioning during 
the translation process, the generalized loss function will 

take the following form: ( )Φ Π

=

= τ∑
0

, , .
n

k k

k

W W X X

Thus, the system will be considered optimal for which 
the complete risk R – the mathematical expectation of the 
loss function – is minimal, that is,

{ } { }
0 0

min .

n n

k k

k k

M W M W R R
= =

= = →∑ ∑  (17)

Here, Rk is the specific risk that is defined as

( )
1 1

1 1

( , )

, d .
k k

k k k k

V

R r P V

− −

− −
ψ θ

= θ ψ∫  (18)

The functionality rk in (17) is the conditional specific 
risk, it is a mathematical expectation of specific losses Wk 
at the fixed values of vectors Vk–1 and θk–1. It is deter-
mined as:

( )( ) ( )Ô
1 1

( , )

, / , d ,− −
ψ θ

= θ θ ψ∫
k

P

k k k k k k k

Z

Z W X Z X P Z V S  (19)

where Sk=P(θk/Vk–1,θk–1) is the conditional density of the 
distribution θk, called the specific control strategy. In (18) 
and (19), the character ψ denotes the integration region. 
The expression P(Z/Vk–1, θk–1) is a posteriori density of the 
distribution of an unknown parameter Z. At given a priori 
densities P0(Z) and P(hi) are determined from the Bayesian 
formula:

( )
( )

( )

1 1

0

0 0

1 1

1 1

/ ,

/ , .
,

k k

i i i

i i

k k

k k

P Z P V Z S

P Z V
P V

− −

= =
− −

− −

 
θ 

 θ =
θ

∏ ∏
 (20)

The conditional density of the distribution P(V, Z, θi) 
is determined taking into consideration (16) based on the 
known density of the distribution P(hi). The sequence of 
functions at δ={S0, S1, …, Sn} is a control strategy. The de-
pendence of risk R on strategy δ is denoted Rδ; it will be 
considered optimal if it minimizes the risk R. This strategy 
is searched in the class of valid strategies ∆. From (18), (19), 
and (20), it follows that each term Rk in (17) depends on the 
choice of the sequence {S0, S1, … Sn}.

At the same time, the 
choice of a specific Sk strategy 
affects not only Rk at the k-th 
moment but also the value of 
all future specific risks Rk+1,…, 
Rn. This effect is manifested 
through a posteriori density 
of the distribution of an un-
known parameter and consti-
tutes the essence of the duality 
of control: the choice of control 
determines not only the be-
havior of value X but also the 
rate of accumulation of infor-
mation about a change in Z.

Given the above, they conclude that the optimal strat-
egy for managing the synchronization process is directly 
related to the development of effective ways to measure 
the technical indicators of control objects and determine 
their changes during operation, in particular during syn-
chronization.

5. Solving the task of optimal control over the frequency 
adjustment of the synchronized object

The resultant function of the converter, which calculates 
the duration of the adjustment pulse YIME(i) (3), was de-
rived implicitly. Now, a solution to the set task will be related 
to determining the law of control

( ): ,
IMP IMP IMP

PR Y i t→  (21)

that makes it possible to calculate and form such influences 
tIMP, the implementation of which in the adjustment chain 
GM→RG→GS will ensure the transfer of the synchronized 
object to the specified trajectory of movement ωref over the 
minimum control time tp.

In this regard, we shall highlight, in the structure shown 
in Fig. 1, the frequency adjustment control channel. We shall 
present it with the equivalent scheme of digital ACS with 
the output signal ωSY (Fig. 2). Here, an MP system acts as a 
discrete automatic control device that works cyclically, with 
the interval of information recovery τ=ТTZ.

The deterministic statement (4) and (5) makes it possi-
ble to consider a control device as an element of continuous 
action, the law of functioning of which could be described 
mathematically. In a general case, this will be the depen-
dence in the following form

( )
,IMP

CR

t
W p

∗
ω

=  (22)

where WCR(p) is the transfer function (TF) of the adjust-
ment circuit; p is a Laplace operator.

For the structure shown in Fig. 2, one can record:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( )3

2

1 2

1
;

1 1

CR GM RG GS

RGGM GS

GS

W p W p W p W p

k T pk k

p T p T p T p

= ⋅ ⋅ =

+
= ⋅ ⋅

+ + +

( )
( )

( ) ( )
3

4 3 2

1 2 1 2

1
.

GM RG GS
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GS GS GS

k k k T p
W p

TT p T T T p T T p p

+
=

+ + + + +
 (23)
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  Fig. 2. Structural diagram of the frequency adjustment channel
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Thus, the transfer function

( )
( ) ( )

3

4 3 2

1 2 1 2

1
,

GM RG GS

IMP

GS GS GS

k k k T p
t

TT p T T T p T T p p

∗
 ⋅ ⋅ +

ω =  
+ + + + +  

(24)

will describe the real transition process caused by the im-
plementation in the channel of adjustment of the control 
influence tIMP, while the inverse dependence

( )
( ) ( )

3

4 3 2

1 2 1 2

,
1

IMP

GM RG GS

GS GS GS

t
k k k T p

TT p T T T p T T p p

∗ω
=

 ⋅ ⋅ +
 

+ + + + +  

    (25) 

may form the basis of the desired control. 
For this reason, WCR(p) (23) is described by the trio 

of characteristics B=(s, τref, nout), which makes it possible 
to describe the desired control law by a dependence in the 
following form

tIMP=F2(ωs, τref, s, nout), (26)

where s is the rate at which the GS speed changes, τref is the 
delay in a rotation frequency control channel, nout is the ad-
vance rotation frequency when the tIMP influence is removed. 

The presented approach to determining tIMP makes it 
possible to take into consideration all possible changes in 
the parameters and dynamic properties that characterize 
the chain GM→RG→GS: kGM, kRG, kGS, TGS, T1, T2, T3 during 
SAEPP operation. However, the implementation of a depen-
dence of the following form in MP systems:

tIMP=F1(ω∗, TGS, T1, T2, T3, kRG, kGM, kGS), (27)

is complex, and, most often, impossible without reliable de-
termining the TGS, T1, T2, T3, kGM, kRG, kGA parameters in real 
SAEPP with a possible change in these parameters directly 
during synchronization.

That is, it is possible to write down

( )
( )

( )

H
H ctg s

IMP s n
t

s M

ω
= ω ⋅ γ =  

and, on the basis of

( )
( )

( )
( )1

s

ref p IMP n

H
M t t K

s M

ω
τ = − = − , 

to define a calculation formula for determining the adjust-
ment coefficient:

( ) ( )

( )
1.

ref

n

s

M s M
K

H

τ ⋅
= +

ω
  (28)

Fitting (27) in (28) produces:

( )
( )

( )
ω

= + τ ,

s

p z

H
t M

s M
  (29)

reflecting the dependence tp on the initial slip frequency 
ωs(H) and the dynamic properties of the elements of the 
adjustment chain, represented by the set s(M), τref(M), 
nout(M). Taking into consideration the possibility of chang-
ing these values under the operational mode of SAEPP, or 

a change in ωs due to the fluctuations in ωOS directly during 
synchronization, we shall introduce into the law (algorithm) 
of adjustment control a conformity check, that is, compliance:

( ) ( )1 1
.

2 2
SY H p M SY s

t t H H
 ω + ≅ ω = ω + ω     (30)

If, in this case, ωSY=ωM, the transition

( ) ( )IMP
t

SY SY M
H Kω →ω  

is performed according to the specified trajectory. In cases 
where ωSY≠ωM, for example, ωSY=ωN or ωSY=ωL, an appropri-
ate correction of the influence tIMP is required, related to the 
calculation of M

IMP
t  according to the formula ,

M

IMP IMP M
t t t= ± ∆   

 
where the value ( )

0
1

2
M SY n p M

K
t t t

s M

 ∆ = ω + − ω  
 sign is  

 
set as a result of checking any of the conditions ωSY>ωM or 
ωSY<ωN. 

Significant importance is the check of the condition 
ωOS(th)=ωOS(tm), which makes it possible to determine 
the course of the further solution to the task set. Thus, if 
ωOS(t)≠ωOS(tm) and a change in ωOS(t) is deterministic, then 
re-calculations of tIMP under the new initial conditions are 
required. In the case of stochastics changes in ωOS(t), the law 
of adjustment control should be changed, for example, to form 
a constant signal tIMP until the following conditions are met:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), if ;SY ref out SY reft t n M H Hω = ω + ω > ω

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), if ,ω = ω − ω < ωSY ref out SY reft t n M H H  (31)

where ωref(t)=ωOS(t)+(ωsmax–ωsmin)/2 characterizes the 
specified adjustment trajectory. 

The fulfillment of the condition ωOS(th)=ωOS(tM) in-
dicates that the existing discrepancy between the actual 
 

1

2
SY H p

t t
 ω +  

and proposed ω(M) values is caused by a  
 
change in the dynamic properties of the adjustment chain, 
which requires determining and correcting the s(M), 
τref(M), nout(M) values.

The organization of the adaptive automatic control 
system, which implements the proposed law of frequency 
adjustment, will be associated with the automation of the 
process of determining the s, τref, nout values and re-adjust-
ment of s(M), τref(M), nout(M) directly during the SAEPP 
operation.

The results of the registration obtained in this way make 
it possible to determine:

( ) ( )
1

1
n

i

s M s i
n =

= ∑
 
and ( )

( )
( )

,

IMP

f i
s i

t i

∆
=  (32)

when forming ST

IMP IMP
t t∈  for increasing s(INC) and reducing 

s(DCR) the frequency of rotations, as well as

tp(i)=tk(i)–th(i), (33)

where ∆f(i)=|fh(i)–fk(i)| is the difference in the frequency of 
transition caused by the implementation of tIMP, and n is the 
number of implementations.
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With this approach, the τref(M) and nout(M) values can 
be calculated as follows:

( ) ( )
1

1
,

n

ref
i

M i
n =

τ = τ∑     (34)

( ) ( ) ( ),ref p IMPi t i t iτ = −    (35)

( ) ( )
=

= ∑
1

1
,

n

out out

i

n M n i
n

   (36)

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )HП
,outn i f i f i f i= ∆ − −   (37)

where fp(i) is the value registered at the time of removal of 
the control influence tIMP. 

Given the above, the GS control algorithm at the auto-
mated determination of the s, τref, and nout values is reduced 
to the following logical scheme:

In (38), the following designations are used:
– SH and SK are the start and end operators, respectively;   
– A1 is setting the number of nref implementations and 

the duration of the reference pulse tIMP(i)∈tIMP; 
– A2 is the measurement of the current value f(i); 
– A3 is the registration of the current values t(i) and f(i) 

as the initial conditions of the transition, that is, th(i)→th, 
f(i)→fh(i); 

– A4 and A5 is setting “1” in the “Decrease” and “In-
crease” channels, respectively;   

– A6 is the formation of tIMP influences on the GM output;   
– A7 is the registration of the current value f(i) as 

fP(i), that is, determining the moment of removal of the 
influence tIMP(i); 

– A8 is the measurement of fi (i) and fi+1(i) at interval 
τ=ti+1 – ti;

– A9 – the calculation of ∆f(τ)=|fi+1(i) – f i(i)|;
– A10 is the registration of t(i) and f(i), t(i) as the final 

conditions of transition, that is, tК(i) and fК(i);
– A11 – the calculation of s(i), tp(i), τref(i) and nout(i) ac-

cording to the formulae (33), (34), (36), and (38), respectively;  
– A12 is the decrease of the number by unity and record-

ing nref=n–1;
– A13 – the calculation of s(M), τref(M), nout(M) values 

for tNP(i) by formulae (33), (35), (37);  
– P1, P2, P3, P4 are the conditions for the implementation 

of ratios f(i) >fnom, tNP(i) – 1=0, ∆f(τ)<∆f(τ)dop and n=0, 
respectively;  

– ω is the unconditional transition.
Thus, we have theoretically and practically proven the 

effectiveness of the use of the proposed technique to solve 
the problem of optimal frequency adjustment control at sys-
tem parameters that vary during operation.

6. Determining the moment of enabling generator 
assemblies at the deterministic and stochastic statement 

of the synchronization task

Based on (7) to (9), we can conclude that determining 
the optimal moment of the coincidence of trajectories of 

synchronized objects is associated with solving a set of 
tasks. First, determining the mutual location in the vector 
space of the same-name voltage phases of the synchronized 
objects. Second, calculating the timeout of synchronization 
optimum, that is, the moment of geometric coincidence of the 
named vectors, the formation of an advance pulse to enable 
the synchronized object’s generator assembly. In addition, 
the defined statement (11) and the determined progress in 
solving synchronization tasks (12) have made it possible to 
start solving the totality separated from them.

According to the deterministic statement (4), the mutual 
location in the vector space of the same-name voltage phases 
of synchronized objects is described by expression (6). Tak-
ing into consideration the fact that at the time of synchroni-

zation optimum the equality 
(0)

0,
S

r =  holds, one can record:

 ∆ = −
( ) ( ) ( ),k k k

SY OS S
r r r

where 

( )
( ) ( ) (0) ( ) (0)
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d
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u t t

ω
 ∆ = − = − ≅ 

ω
 ≅ ∆ = −  

– is the vector that determines changes in the value of 
the voltage that bends over the time [t(k)–t(0)]. Since the  
 
vector

 

( )
( ) ( ) ( ) sin ,

2

k

k k k

S SY OS
r r r

α
= ⋅ ⋅

 
as well as taking into consid 

 

eration that 
(0) 0

S
r =  

and 0
S

d

dt

ω
=  (the mode of “freezing” 

of the synchronized object), then, after the task is removed, 
the object “falls out” of the synchronization process, that is:

( )
( ) ( ) ( ) (0)sin sin ,

2 2

k

k k kS

SY OS SY OS
r r t t

ωα
 ⋅ ≅ −  

hence 

( ) ( ) (0)k k

S
t t α ≅ ω − 

 or 
( )

( ) (0) .
k

k

avt

S

t t t
α

 − ≅ =  ω
 (39)

Thus, the dependence of the value tw on the current 
values of ωS and α is determined, which makes it possible to 
start developing the corresponding mathematical support 
for SAEPP MP-system, taking into consideration its capa-
bilities and the accepted techniques of measurement. The 
basis of our technique for measuring the values ωS and α is 
the principle of counting the periods of time intervals of the 
sinusoidal voltages USY, UOS over the time interval that 
characterizes the difference in phases.

An MP system contains the necessary digital signal 
shapers that reflect the sequences of periods of voltages of the 

synchronized objects 
1

SY

SY

T
f

 
=  

and 
1

OS

OS

T
f

 
=  

 (Fig. 3), 

as well as a logical device for adding digital signals, which 
determines the angle α at the TS time interval and fully cor-
responds to the curve that bends the specified period:

2 sin
2

S

S m
u U t

ω
=  at .

SY OS m
U U U= =

The main difficulties that have to be encountered in the 
development of mathematical support for MP devices for 

⋅ ↓ ↑ ↑↓ ↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↑
2,31 2 3 4 55 1 4
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.

H K
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(38)
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managing GS synchronization are obtaining an estimation 
expression for the tw time value from the beginning of the 
measurement (I) of angle α to the optimum point 02. This is 
due to the fact that during ТS the values of angles α in sym-
metrical sections 01М and М02 coincide pairwise. Therefore, 
the use of dependence (39) to determine the time tw will be 
true only in section М02:

.
2

w S

S

t T
α α

= = ⋅

ω π

Assessing the ways to solve this task, we shall dwell on 
the idea of measuring two consecutive values of angle α and 
then assessing the sign of their difference. In this case, one 
can establish the following: if α1<α2, the process of measur-
ing α is performed on section 01М, at α1 >α2 ‒ section М02. 

However, in cases of complete imposition of time intervals 
τi and τj, the marked pattern may be violated, which would 
lead to an error in determining the sign. For a given case, the 
α values are considered minimal (α*, Fig. 3) and would always 
be less than ∆T=|TOS–TSY|. Therefore, to exclude possible 
errors, the measured values must be checked against α>∆T.

Thus, one can write the following expressions to deter-
mine the desired parameter tw:

1 ,
2

w S
t T

α = −  π
 if α1<α2; 

2
w S

Tt
α

= ⋅

π

, if α1> α2,

or, given ,

SY OS

S

SY OS

T T
T

T T
=

−

 ( )2OST j= τ  and 2 ,
SY SY

T = τ  we 

shall receive in the final form the expressions necessary to 
solve the set task by using the proposed method:

2 ,OS SY

w

OS SY

t
τ ⋅τα = − ⋅  π τ − τ

 if α1<α2, (40)

,

OS SY

w

OS SY

t
τ ⋅τα

= ⋅

π τ − τ

 

if α1>α2.
 (41)

Under the proposed approach to determining tw, the 
value of delay in time τADV to trigger the advance pulse for 
enabling the generator assembly can be calculated from the 
following formula:

τADV=tw–tavt, (42)

where tavt is the average time of actuating the elements in a 
GS enabling channel. 

Expression (42) shows the accuracy of connecting a 
synchronized object to an object of synchronism depends 
not only on the accuracy of the measurement of values α and 
ωS and the calculation of tw but also on the probability of the 
current value of the tavt value.

Based on (10), one can write for the probability of not ex-
ceeding the service time of a given value: tavt(i)=τAB(i), τp1(i), 
τp2(i), τcs(i). Moreover, τAB, τp1, τp2 and τcs is the natural time 
of operation of the main elements in an GS enabling channel, 
respectively: control system τCS, galvanic solution relay τp1, 
intermediate relay τp2, and a generator circuit breaker τАВ.

In fact, during the SAEPP operation, their time indi-
cators τAB, τp1, τp2, τСS change, which leads to significant 
changes in tavt and, as a result, to errors in the calculation of 
tavt. Since the probability of the last k-enabling out of n pre-
ceding the calculations of the value tavt(n+1) are more likely, 
one can use the following formula to determine the latter

        (43)

( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
= −

+ =

τ + τ + τ + τ

=
∑ 1 2

1

,

avt

n

ABр р CS
i n k

t n

i i i i

k
.

Thus, it can be stated that (43) underlies determining the 
optimal moment for enabling the generator assembly of the syn-
chronized object under the conditions of the deterministic set-
ting of tasks for managing the process of GS synchronization.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the technique for determining the synchronization parameters
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The stochastic approach to solving these tasks is pre-
determined by that in real conditions the SAEPP with 
SG is exposed to stochastic disturbances, both from the 
propeller shaft and from the ship’s network. In this case, 
external disturbing influences can cause such significant 
changes, not taking into consideration which, when deter-
mining the optimal moment of switching on the generator of 
the synchronized object, can lead to unsuccessful synchro-
nization. In this regard, there is a need to predict changes 
in TС and ТSG in order to correct the value of tw, check 
the conditions for stability, and form control influences.

To solve this problem, it is necessary to 
have a certain set of parameters that charac-
terize a random process statistically related 
to the observed one. This set includes:

1 ;

n

i

i

av

T

T
n

==

∑

 

1 ;

n

i

i

av

A

A
n

==

∑

 
1

1 ,

m

i i

i

dur

x x
x

av
t m t

−

=

−
∆

=
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∑
 (44)

where Тi is the i-th period of the random pro-
cess x(t), and i is the number of periods during 
the implementation of t; Ai=|xi–xi-1| is the de-
viation of the observed value х (TС or ТSG) 
from its rated value xnom at the points of an 

extremum 
i

x
+  and ;

i
x

−

 
x

av
t

∆

∆

 is the average 

rate of change in x in m steps of registration;  

 tdur is the duration of the registration step.
The selected value of tdur will largely 

determine such contradictory indicators of 
measuring process parameters as accura-
cy and machine time cost. Therefore, given 
that {Т, А, ∆х/∆t} under real conditions vary 
in wide ranges, the choice of tdur should be 
adaptive. Since the variables {Т, А, ∆х/∆t} are 
represented discretely in an MP system, then 
we assume that tdur=f (T, A, ∆х/∆t) is a lattice 
function with a variable discrete interval 
specified by recurrent ratios or tables.

If we assume that the cyclicity of access to 
the measurement process is set and character-
ized by a certain period Т0, and:

Т0=tmeas+tΠ; tmeas=N·tp; tp=K·tdur,      (45)

and K, N, and tmeas are, respectively, the num-
ber of registration points during time tp, the 
number of implementations during measure-
ment time tmeas, and the duration of the pause 
between measurements.

By setting the optimal value tdur in this way, 
we introduce it in the measurement algorithm. 
That makes it possible to conclude that it is advisable to search 
for a correction to manage the synchronization process and 
choose a rational technique of calculation. The conclusion of ex-
pediency can be drawn on the basis of the analysis of the ratios 
of values that characterize the observed process {TС, ТSG, TS} 
and the statistically related random process {Тav, Аav, ∆х/∆t}.

7. Discussion of results of synthesizing a synchronization 
process control system

If the obtained results are generalized and formalized tak-
ing into consideration the chosen strategy, then the structure 
of dual control over a synchronization process would take the 
form shown in Fig. 4.

In this regard, solving the set task using the theory of dual 
control acquires the properties of the established correspondence 
between the model of transition ( ) ( )IMP

t

SY SY M
H Kω →ω  and 

the values of s(M), τref(M), nout(M). 

Property 1. The ratios γm/γn=const, γ0/γn=const that 
characterize the transition process are proportional to the 
adjustment coefficients Kn=ctgγm/ctgγn and K0=ctgγ0/ctgγn. 

Property 2. There is a point M(ωM, tM), the one that 

( ) ( )1 ,
2M SY S

H Hω = ω + ω
 1

.
2

M H p
t t t= +  (46)
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Fig. 4. Generalized structure of dual control over a GS synchronization process
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Taking into consideration “Property 1”,  
according to ( ),

n
s Mγ ≅  tp=ωs(H)∙ctgγM 

and (46), we obtain

( )
( )

.

n s

p

K H
t

s M

ω
=  (47)

The defined dependences ∆f=h1(tIMP) 
and tp=h2(∆f) confirm the practical fea-
sibility of the given algorithm (Fig. 4) for 
ship MP-systems of control when automati-
cally determining s, τref and nout and using a 
technique to identify the values of the tran-
sition process s and tp s according to the 
characteristics ∆f=h1(tIMP) and tp=h2(∆f) 
(Fig. 5). The initial and final values of 
frequency fh and fk and the time th and tk 

of the corresponding transition process are 
recorded from the chain GM→RG→GS in 
a set of reference values { }1,2,3,4

ST

IMP
t =  in 

the memory of an MP system.
The transition model 

( ) ( )IMP
t

SY SY M
H Kω →ω

  

is represented as an aperiodic process (Fig. 5, HMKM cur- 
ve) and is one that corresponds to a given model and 
determines the characteristics B(M)=(s(M), τref(M) and 
nout(M)). These values characterize the transition process 
in the GM→RG→GS chain, which allows using them as 
initial data in the synthesis of an algorithm for the op-
timal frequency adjustment control and in assessing the 
dynamic properties of the chain’s elements.

The use of the algorithm of dual control over synchroni-
zation (Fig. 4) applying the procedure for determining the 
moment of switching on generator assemblies has made it 
possible to adjust the frequency (Fig. 6, a) and time charac-
teristics (Fig. 6, b) under the stochastic and deterministic 
statement of synchronization tasks. 

The proposed approach has made it possible to inves-
tigate the process of synchronization when an object of 
synchronism moves along the predefined trajectory with 
stochastic fluctuations regarding its task under the influ-
ence of external factors.

The method of dual control over frequency adjustment 
and for determining the frequency adjustment time char-
acteristics (Fig. 6) has made it possible to achieve stable 
parallel operation of the diesel generators even under the 
conditions of perturbations under load. Experimental oper-
ational parameters of generator No. 2 under the conditions 
of perturbations under load are shown in Fig. 7.

The experiment on the synchronization of the diesel 
generators under the conditions of scholastic perturbations 
was carried out using the variable load on SAEPP. The load 
change was carried out by a random law by controlling the 
frequency and torque of AC motors used as SAEPP consumers.

The process of the failed synchronization when using 
standard algorithms for managing the synchronizer, imple-
mented on DEIF PPM-3 controllers, is shown in Fig. 8. One 
can see that immediately after switching on generator No. 2 
in parallel, the system becomes unstable (load fluctuations: 
full – white chart, active – green chart) and, after a short 
period of time, the protection unit disconnects generator 
No. 1 from MSB buses.
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The use of advanced algorithms of dual control over synchro-
nization (applying the proposed procedure for determining the 
moment of enabling GS) under the stochastic setting of the syn-

chronization task has made it possible to achieve effective suc-
cessful synchronization and stable parallel operation of the diesel 
generators even under the conditions of perturbations (Fig. 9).

 

 
  
Fig. 7. Experimental processes of change in the parameters of generator No. 2 under the conditions of perturbations under load 

 
  

Fig. 8. Process of failed synchronization when using standard control algorithms
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Further improvement of the proposed stochastic ap-
proach could involve defining a general optimization crite-
rion for the dual control over synchronization process. And 
advancing, in turn, the universal structure of synchroniza-
tion process control – through the practical testing of syn-
chronization control techniques under real ship conditions.

6. Conclusions

1. The set task of GS synchronization was solved by 
constructing process models, their databases, and by deter-
mining the main possible configurations of control systems. 
Based on the application of resultant functions, the models 
of the main converters were described on the basis of the use 
of the principle of relative movement of objects. Using ship 
GSs as an example, it has been proven that the improved 
functioning of the elements in controlling complex STS and 
C can be achieved when using the integrated optimization 
criteria, as well as dual control principles.

2. The stages in solving frequency adjustment synchronizai-
tion tasks are arranged in the following hierarchical sequence:

– formalize the set of design tasks in accordance with 
technical-ergatic and ergonomic requirements for a SAEPP 
MP control system;   

– synthesize the initial logical-mathematical model of 
the designed MP-system, description the set of characteris-
tics, system quality functions;  

– select research methods and analyze the logical-matht-
ematical model in accordance with the set task of synchro-
nization;

– devise ways to solve the problems of control and syny-
thesis of the system of functional algorithms (determining 
the composition and number of operations, operands and 
constants, the valid calculation time, the volume of input 
parameters and maximum errors of their measurement, the 
nature of data exchange with external devices); 

– test and debug in the process of joint operation of the 
hardware and software parts.

3. Determining the optimization criteria for the dual 
control over the GS synchronization process has made it 
possible to implement the law of control, which satisfied 
the condition for an extremum, which is an indicator of the 
feasibility of the set goal and takes into consideration the 
limitations for control influences and changes in the char-
acteristics of synchronization objects. Our system in the 
class of adaptive control systems was designed owing to the 
appropriate decomposition of system elements by splitting 
a synchronization problem into a performance task and a 
control task under the required conditions.

4. Our examples of the processes of failed synchronizai-
tion when using standard algorithms of synchronizer control 
and the processes of successful GS synchronization while 
applying the proposed algorithms of dual control over the 
synchronizer have confirmed the reliability of the main sci-
entific results reported here.

 

 
  Fig. 9. Process of successful synchronization when applying dual control algorithms
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